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Above the Cloud:
Enhancing Cybersecurity in the Aerospace Sector
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ABSTRACT

Congressional testimony shows that NASA’s Jet Propulsion Lab was under sustained cyber attacks for years. Yet this episode was only part of a string of some thirteen successful breaches in 2011 alone, prompting an investigation by the NASA Office of Inspector General, which stated: “We found that computer servers on NASA’s Agency-wide mission network had high-risk vulnerabilities that were exploitable from the Internet.” The report goes on to note, “[t]hese deficiencies occurred because NASA had not fully assessed and mitigated risks to its Agency-wide mission network and was slow to assign responsibility for IT security oversight to ensure the network was adequately protected.” Yet NASA is far from the only victim in the air and space sector of cyber attacks. Organizations ranging from defense contractors like Lockheed Martin to SpaceX have been targeted, and sometimes penetrated, resulting in the loss of invaluable trade secrets that impact economic competitiveness and national security alike. This Article argues that a polycentric response is needed to manage the cyber threat to the aerospace sector. As part of this approach, aerospace organizations should utilize the recently released National Institute for Standards and Technology Cybersecurity Framework to better protect their assets by instilling cybersecurity best practices from the bottom up, and should engage in more robust information sharing, similar to recent efforts in the critical infrastructure and retail sectors.
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INTRODUCTION

NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory was under sustained cyber attacks for years, according to Congressional testimony.1 Yet this incident was only part of a string of some thirteen successful NASA breaches in 2011 alone,2 prompting an investigation by the NASA Office of Inspector General. Following an investigation by the NASA Office of the Inspector General, the Officer released a report that stated: “We found that computer servers on NASA’s Agency-wide mission network had high-risk vulnerabilities that were exploitable from the Internet.”3 The report further notes, “[t]hese deficiencies occurred because NASA had not fully assessed and mitigated risks to its Agency-wide mission network and was slow to assign responsibility for IT security oversight to ensure the network was adequately protected.”4 Yet NASA is far from the only cyber attack victim in the aerospace sector. Organizations ranging from defense contractors like

4 Id.
Lockheed Martin to product manufacturers like Space Exploration Technologies Corporation (SpaceX) have been targeted, and sometimes penetrated, resulting in the loss of valuable trade secrets that impact economic competitiveness and national security alike. This Article argues that a “polycentric” response is needed to manage the cyber threat to the aerospace sector. As part of this approach, aerospace organizations should utilize the recently released National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) Cybersecurity Framework to better protect their assets by instilling cybersecurity best practices from the bottom up, as well as engaging in more robust information sharing similar to recent efforts in the critical infrastructure and retail sectors.

This Article is structured as follows. Part I begins the analysis by breaking down the multifaceted cyber threat to critical infrastructure generally before focusing on the issue of protecting trade secrets in the aerospace sector. Case studies on effective and ineffective cybersecurity management are offered that include surveying the likes of Boeing and NASA. Part II then pivots to the regulatory landscape discussing applicable U.S., European Union, and international laws for securing trade secrets, with special emphasis on the NIST Cybersecurity Framework, which is comprised partly of private-sector best practices that companies could adopt to better secure critical infrastructure. Finally, Part III makes the case for a proactive approach to identifying and instilling the best


7 NAT’L INST. STAN. & TECH., FRAMEWORK FOR IMPROVING CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE CYBERSECURITY VER. 1.0, at 1 (2014) [hereinafter NIST CYBERSECURITY FRAMEWORK].

8 The aviation sector planned such an information-sharing organization to launch in September 2014, which, we argue, should expand to the aerospace sector writ large. See Aviation Info-Sharing Body Refining Structure Before September Launch, INSIDE CYBERSECURITY (July 16, 2014), http://afurl.com/9roi9.

9 These two case studies were chosen given that they represent leading public- and private-sector entities in the aerospace sector. Other organizations such as SpaceX would be invaluable to focus on as well, but unfortunately not enough public information exists that we could locate to warrant in-depth analysis.

cybersecurity practices throughout the aerospace sector as part of a “polycentric” approach to fostering cyber peace.

I. THE CYBER THREAT TO THE AEROSPACE SECTOR

To put it plainly, space, particularly commercial space, is a big deal. Commercial spending in space surpassed $250 billion in 2008.\(^{11}\) NASA officials endorse this private sector interest, with former NASA Administrator Michael Griffin stating, “[s]ooner rather than later, government space activity must become a lesser rather than a greater part of what it is that humans do in space.”\(^{12}\) Yet, even as the private sector emerges as a key player in space, other stakeholders including nations are reassessing, and in some cases reasserting space policies.\(^{13}\) The final frontier is getting more crowded thanks to increased national attention on space exploration, heightened private-sector interest, and the intensified use of cyberspace to provide new opportunities for space commerce.\(^{14}\) The intersection of these forces has provided fertile ground for a multitude of public-and private-sector actors to leverage the new tools of cyberspace, including cyber attacks, to gain commercial and national security advantages.\(^{15}\) This Part explores the evolution of the cyber threat to the aerospace sector focusing on trade secret theft and introduces the implications of the aerospace sector being designated as one component of U.S. critical national infrastructure.

A. Breaking Down the Cyber Threat to Critical Infrastructure

According to a 2009 McAfee/CSIS report, “[c]ritical infrastructure owners and operators report that their networks and control systems are under repeated cyberattack, often by high-level adversaries [such as foreign governments].”\(^{16}\) Indeed, some utilities have reported being probed


\(^{13}\) See Scott J. Shackelford, Governing the Final Frontier: A Polycentric Approach to Managing Space Weaponization and Debris, 51 AM. BUS. L.J. 429, 430–35 (2014) (exploring the evolution of space commerce along with the use of polycentric governance to mitigate threats to its development, including orbital debris).

\(^{14}\) See id.

\(^{15}\) See infra notes 1–5.

\(^{16}\) In the Crossfire: Critical Infrastructure in the Age of Cyber War, McAfee/CSIS 1 (2009), http://iom.invensys.com/EN/pdfLibrary/McAfee/WP_McAfee_In_The_Crossfire_03-10.pdf
thousands of times per month. These figures point to the various dimensions of the cyber threat facing the private-sector, which are often broken down into cyber war, crime, espionage, and terrorism. However, given the overlap in these categories and our focus on critical infrastructure, of particular relevance is the management of cyber attacks below the armed attack threshold – namely, cybercrime and espionage.

Defending critical infrastructure (CI) against the threat posed by cyber attacks has been of increasing interest to governments the world over, but vexing given the need for active private-sector involvement in an arena where the vast majority of CI is privately operated. In 2009, soon after taking office, President Obama ordered a systemic review of U.S. cybersecurity in critical infrastructure, which concluded that cybersecurity was a “strategic national asset” leading to the creation of the U.S. Cyber Command (CYBERCOM): the military command tasked with oversight of U.S. cybersecurity for the dot-mil domain. Yet this development is notable as much for what it leaves out as for what it protects. Maintaining adequate cybersecurity across the spectrum of U.S. critical infrastructure has proven to be a herculean task that, to this day, has not been adequately addressed, though the NIST Cybersecurity Framework referenced above and discussed further below does show some promise.

Despite wide consensus that the protection of CI generally should be a priority, there is less clarity as to the scope of what exactly constitutes CI. At a high level of abstraction, CI may be considered all “systems and assets, whether physical or virtual, so vital . . . that the incapacity or destruction of such systems and assets would have a debilitating impact on security, national economic security, national public health or safety, or any combination of those matters.” Such was the definition of CI in the

[hereinafter IN THE CROSSFIRE].
18 For more on this distinction, see Chapter 1 of Scott J. Shackelford, MANAGING CYBER ATTACKS IN INTERNATIONAL LAW, BUSINESS, AND RELATIONS: IN SEARCH OF CYBER PEACE (2014).
19 See, e.g., Bruce McConnell, Working Together to Strengthen the Nation’s Critical Infrastructure, DHS (May 2, 2013), http://www.dhs.gov/blog/2013/05/02/working-together-strengthen-nation%e2%80%99s-critical-infrastructure.
Critical Infrastructure Protection Act of 2001. Yet this definition provides little practical clarity to the issue and is articulated so broadly that nearly every industry could be considered “critical.” To help address this situation, Presidential Policy Directive 21 identifies sixteen sectors, ranging from energy to manufacturing to financial services, that are deemed “critical infrastructure.” Although aerospace is not mentioned per se in this list, the fact that both the “defense industrial base” and “transportation systems” are mentioned makes it likely that aerospace would in fact be included in this CI regulation.

Notwithstanding the Critical Infrastructure Protection Act of 2001, in practice CI oversight is distributed between various agencies based on the specific sector in play, e.g., the Environmental Protection Agency covers the water supply, while the Department of the Treasury handles finance. As such, CI protection in the United States is a piecemeal collection of myriad regulations with numerous overlapping regulatory bodies, each with distinct systems, methods, priorities, and goals. This sector-specific approach (unlike the situation in Europe, as is discussed in Part II), though, misses the fact that by its nature CI is interconnected. A failure in the electrical grid would impact public health, communications, and defense, to name only a few sectors. This inherent interconnectivity makes CI uniquely vulnerable to cyber attacks. Since most every CI sector relies on the Internet or computer networks, each is a potential target for cyber attacks. Therefore, robust cybersecurity in one sector could still be undermined by

---

24 Id.
26 See What Is Critical Infrastructure, supra note 25.
27 Id.
30 Id.
another sector’s vulnerability. The proverbial “weak link” in the chain of CI could result in catastrophic economic damage, which is compounded by the sheer number of access points that cyber attackers may exploit. Government contractors, private-sector actors, public-sector organizations, utilities companies, and so on, all have separate regulators, differing cybersecurity standards, and long supply chains. Taking the latter point, the underlying networks are composed of countless hardware components produced all over the globe, each creating potential security problems that must be assessed and, if necessary, rectified. For instance, the Boeing 777 airplane consists of over three million parts produced by 500 suppliers from all over the globe. Yet from a security standpoint, Boeing must verify each of these prior to incorporating them into the final product, as vulnerabilities in key components can sabotage the entire enterprise. That is far easier said than done, as may be seen by reports that the satellite communications systems that passenger jets rely on are vulnerable to cyber attacks “through their WiFi and inflight entertainment systems.”

The problem of securing vulnerable supply chains is so pervasive that regulators from around the world have tried various schemes to improve the unacceptable status quo. The Chinese government, for example, implemented a “multi-level protection scheme,” with industries classified above a three (on a scale of one to five) required to source components from Chinese state-affiliated companies and more broadly utilize Chinese IP. While such a command-and-control type regulation is unlikely to emerge in the United States in the foreseeable future, the U.S. government has restricted the utilization of component parts made by the two largest Chinese telecommunications providers, Huawei and ZTE. Furthermore, the NIST Cybersecurity Framework emphasizes “Asset Management,” or that the “data, personal devices, systems, and facilities . . . are managed consistent with their relative importance . . . and the organization’s risk

31 Id.
strategy." This highlights the fact that the U.S. government is working to develop a standard among private sector actors that emphasizes the need to identify the cyber risk presented by the scope and breadth of their business operations, along with the need to take appropriate actions to mitigate that risk. For example, in the aerospace context although planes may be the targets of cyber attacks, so too might the systems on which the planes rely. A 2010 governmental review found cyber attack vulnerabilities in the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) were due in part to outdated equipment usage by the air traffic control facilities. In this highly networked and visible arena, the threat of cyberterrorism to aviation in particular is heightened.

Although discussions of CI security often involve speculation about debilitating cyber attacks that could cripple U.S. CI, in many ways the more pervasive and pressing concern, particularly to the aerospace sector, comes from the theft of trade secrets. Intelligence operations aside, cyber criminals are unlikely to perpetrate a doomsday attack on CI since it is much more profitable to slowly leach intellectual property from firms without risking a dramatic change in the regulatory or prosecutorial landscape. It is to that topic that we turn to next.

B. Trade Secrets Theft

A trade secret may be defined in the U.S. context as “any confidential business information which provides an enterprise a competitive edge” and is not publicly known. Examples include formulas, sales methods, and

38 NIST CYBERSECURITY FRAMEWORK, supra note 7, at 1.
39 See id.
44 What is a Trade Secret?, WIPO, http://www.wipo.int/sme/en/ip_business/trade_secrets/trade_secrets.htm (last visited May 6, 2014); see also 18 U.S.C. § 1839(3) (2012) (“[T]he term ‘trade secret’ means all forms and types of financial, business, scientific, technical, economic, or engineering information, including patterns, plans, compilations, program devices, formulas, designs, prototypes, methods, techniques, processes, procedures, programs, or codes, whether tangible or intangible, and whether or how stored, compiled, or memorialized physically, electronically, graphically, photographically, or in writing if—(A) the owner thereof has taken reasonable measures to keep such information secret; and (B) the information derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable through proper means by, the public.”).
industrial processes. Trade secret theft is becoming increasingly common and extremely costly. Estimated losses caused by alleged Chinese trade secrets misappropriation alone were approximately $1.1 billion in 2011. Trade secrets are appealing to businesses for many reasons, including the relatively low cost to obtain protection, the potentially broad subject matter that may be protected, and the theoretically unlimited protection period (unlike, for example, the limited protection period offered by patents). Yet this low barrier-to-entry comes with greater fragility; disclosing secret information destroys the existence of a remedy, making trade secrets independently discoverable by third parties (and potentially patented), and seeking redress from the theft of trade secrets is often difficult and may result in inadequate compensation for the victim even if proven.

It is easy to see why cyber criminals are so attracted to trade secrets; while credit card numbers may fetch pennies on the black market, valuable trade secrets still command a premium. Moreover, given the increasing prevalence of cloud computing, mobile devices, distributed networks, telecommuting, and the “Internet of things,” the number of breach points has escalated exponentially. And since a significant percentage of trade secret theft is allegedly perpetrated internationally, there are the added protections of ambiguous national and international laws relating to trade secrets.

45 The Uniform Trade Secrets Act, which generally is followed by local authorities within the United States, defines a trade secret as information that: (i) derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable by proper means by, other person who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use, and; (ii) is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy. § 1(4)(i)–(ii) (codified as amended at 14 U.L.A. 438 (1985), available at http://www.uniformlaws.org/shared/docs/trade%20secrets/utra_final_85.pdf. This definition is reinforced by the Restatement (Third) of Unfair Competition, which defines a trade secret as “any information that can be used in the operation of a business or other enterprise that is sufficiently valuable and secret to afford an actual or potential economic advantage over others.” RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF UNFAIR COMPETITION § 39 (1995).


49 See Argento, supra note 47, at 186.

50 See David S. Almeling, Seven Reasons Why Trade Secrets are Increasingly Important, 27 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 1091, 1104–06 (2012).

enforcement and extradition.\(^{52}\) Indeed, the relative ease and safety of trade secret theft is such that certain governments are believed to use this practice as an integral part of their domestic economic policies.\(^{53}\)

U.S. trade secret law is something of a hodgepodge of federal criminal laws, state criminal laws, and state civil actions.\(^{54}\) The majority of litigation around U.S. trade secrets arises in the context of state civil litigation.\(^{55}\) Among the states, all but three have adopted some form of the Uniform Trade Secrets Act (UTSA), and despite some discussion on the issue, it is widely acknowledged that the UTSA encompasses both the theft of trade secrets by hacking and the misappropriation of trade secrets by company insiders via computers.\(^{56}\)

International trade secret protection is even more varied. Despite relatively widespread acceptance of what constitutes a trade secret, the scope of protection varies by nation.\(^{57}\) Although trade secrets are included in the TRIPS agreement under Article 39, for example, the specific guidelines for how countries should implement trade secret protection is left to the individual countries’ determinations.\(^{58}\) Therefore, trade secret protection may be left to other mechanisms to satisfy enforcement internationally, such as bilateral investment treaties.\(^{59}\) Regardless, given difficulties surrounding the definition, protection, and prosecution of trade secret claims, firms would be well-advised to enact proactive cybersecurity stances as is discussed in Part III. But the extent to which aerospace organizations in particular are taking this advice varies by organization, as is discussed in the next section.


\(^{54}\) See MELVIN F. JAGER, TRADE SECRETS LAW § 2.3 (2013).


\(^{59}\) See Shackelford et al., *supra* note 57.
C. Case Studies in Aerospace Cybersecurity

This section uses examples from the aerospace giants Boeing and NASA to highlight cybersecurity practices before moving on to discuss the applicable regulatory environment in greater detail in Part II. We pay particular attention to security lapses by these sophisticated actors since it demonstrates the difficulty of effectively managing cyber risk.

1. Boeing’s Breach

As an example of a recent aerospace security breach and its aftermath, consider the recently revealed cyber attack on Boeing. The company was subjected to a prolonged and sophisticated cyber attack beginning in 2009, resulting in the loss of potentially millions of dollars in trade secrets relating to the C17 Military transport. Three Chinese nationals perpetrated the attack, with at least one operating out of Canada. Over the course of some four years, they obtained more than sixty-five gigabytes of data, and were only discovered through FBI investigation. Perhaps more striking than the quantity of data lost was the hackers’ discussion of the complexity and sophistication of Boeing’s cybersecurity defenses. In an internal email, the hackers debate Boeing’s various firewalls, intruder prevention and detection systems, and file transfer defenses. They showed a substantial familiarity with the architecture of Boeing’s networks and acted both slowly and with “meticulous planning and vigorous technical support.” In short, despite Boeing’s efforts, a team of three savvy criminals was able to penetrate one of the most sophisticated aerospace firms in the world. And, it did not take a rare zero-day exploit flaw or advanced persistent threat; just an email.

Despite the aforementioned “vigorous technical support” and funding, Boeing, like Lockheed Martin and other aerospace firms, ultimately fell prey to a phishing email. Phishing emails are targeted attacks wherein the target is induced to open an attachment or click on a link, which would then grant the assailant control over the computer. Although these exploits have been used for some time, they are becoming more sophisticated and

---

61 Id.
62 Id.
63 Id.
64 Id. at 23.
65 Id.
66 Id. at 11.
successful, even fooling the likes of Google employees in 2009.\textsuperscript{68} According to \textit{The Economist}, “The amount of information now available online about individuals makes it ever easier to attack a computer by crafting a personalized email that is more likely to be trusted and opened.”\textsuperscript{69} From the email correspondence used to indict Su Bin, (one of the three hackers), it appears that he initially obtained a document containing the contact information of a large number of contractors and military personnel, and from there he was able to select the vectors for his targeted attacks.\textsuperscript{70} This suggests that it is still the human element of system security that is the weakest link in an insecure chain.

The hackers’ techniques in the Boeing breach highlight the sophistication that can be employed in targeted cyber attacks on aerospace firms. They utilized jump servers, also called “hop points,” to route their attacks through at least three other countries and ensured that at least one of the countries “did not have friendly relations with the U.S.”\textsuperscript{71} In so doing, the hackers took advantage of technical, legal, and geopolitical hurdles that companies must manage when protecting against cyber threats. The hackers were highly familiar with the traditional cybersecurity defenses utilized by Boeing and organized their attack such that they avoided honeypots, transfer restrictions, and traditional time-based access restrictions.\textsuperscript{72}

This Boeing assault identifies numerous challenges faced by large aerospace firms. It illustrates that firms must be aware of their place within the cyber threat matrix and that for multinationals, this includes protecting themselves from the most sophisticated actors, namely nation states. This necessitates staying on the cutting edge of cybersecurity best practices discussed in Part III, which the NIST Cybersecurity Framework combined with robust private-private, public-private, and private-public information sharing may help facilitate.

2. Network Defense at NASA

Like Boeing, and as was discussed in the Introduction, NASA has had its fair share of cybersecurity lapses. In 2010 and 2011 alone, NASA self-reported more than 5,000 \textit{successful} cyber attacks.\textsuperscript{73} In fact, the problem grew to such an extent that NASA’s Inspector General had to get involved, issuing a report to Congress in 2011 that, among other things, cited the

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{69} See, e.g., \textit{Cyberwar: War in the Fifth Domain}, 25 \textit{ECONOMIST} (July 3, 2010).
  \item \textsuperscript{70} \textit{United States v. Su Bin}, supra note 60, at 20.
  \item \textsuperscript{71} \textit{Id.} at 24.
  \item \textsuperscript{72} \textit{Id.} at 22–23.
  \item \textsuperscript{73} NASA OFF. INSPECTOR GEN., \textit{supra} note 3, at 1.
\end{itemize}
agency for the: “Lack of full awareness of [the] Agency-wide IT security posture . . . [the] [s]low pace of encryption for NASA laptop computers and other mobile devices . . . [and the lack of] [a]bility to combat sophisticated cyber attacks . . . .” Yet also like Boeing, NASA faces a difficult problem in getting its cyber house in order. The Agency is responsible for some “550 information systems that control spacecraft, collect and process scientific data, and enable NASA personnel to collaborate with colleagues around the world.” Moreover, these systems are not closed proprietary networks, but instead are open to contractors and even the general public.

The total cost of NASA’s breaches is unknown, but given its status as a “target rich” environment rife with valuable trade secrets of which foreign governments and aerospace firms would be interested, the necessity of proactively defending NASA’s networks is manifest. Although there is a range of potential topics to discuss in this realm, we focus on just two, budgeting and organization, as a springboard for our discussion of cybersecurity best practices in Part III. First, out of NASA’s more than $18 billion budget for FY 2011, it spent more than $1.5 billion (or 8.3 percent) of its budget on “IT-related activities.” Yet just $58 million of that amount went to cybersecurity, which works out to 4 percent of NASA’s IT budget. The U.S. government, for comparison’s sake, spends roughly 11 percent of its public IT budget on cybersecurity, according to Booz Allen. Although it is not as simple as spending one’s way to cybersecurity, since infinite investment does not breed infinite security, such a rebalancing could help as NASA seeks to re-launch its cybersecurity efforts.

Second, a key finding of the 2011 NASA IG report is that NASA needs a Chief Information Officer who enjoys both visibility and oversight authority over all the agency’s cybersecurity efforts. This finding is consistent with the literature and should be of interest to aerospace firms generally. Indeed, it is vital to create a “centralized management of IT security solutions” such that there is an automatic mechanism for measuring

---

74 Id.
75 Id.
76 Id.
77 See, e.g., Nicole Perlroth, 2nd China Army Unit Implicated in Online Spying, N.Y. TIMES (June 9, 2014), http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/10/technology/private-report-further-details-chinese-cyberattacks.html?_r=0.
78 NASA OFF. INSPECTOR GEN., supra note 3, at 1.
79 Id.
80 See Cyber Management, BOOZ ALLEN HAMILTON at 1, www.boozallen.com/media/file/cyber-management.pdf (last visited Jan. 9, 2013) (reporting that “[t]he U.S. spends $80 billion per year on information and communications technology—$9 billion of which goes into information technology (IT) security”).
81 NASA OFF. INSPECTOR GEN., supra note 3, at 2.
and enforcing IT security best practices throughout an organization.\(^2\) Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs) are one way to achieve such coordination as they enable “enterprises to align information protection with corporate security policies and regulatory or business-partner mandates.”\(^3\) Companies with CISOs have saved more than twenty percent on the cost of data breaches over those that do not have those management figures in place, according to one Symantec survey.\(^4\) Firms are increasingly recognizing this need. In 2006, only forty-three percent of respondents to a PwC survey said that they had a CISO or other similar security executive, but by 2009, that rate had increased to 85 percent.\(^5\) NASA now has a CIO for IT Security,\(^6\) which should help enhance the agency’s cybersecurity efforts.

D. Summary

This Part has introduced the multifaceted cyber threat facing aerospace organizations, discussed some of the applicable regulatory regimes surrounding CI and trade secrets and ran through two case studies in aerospace cybersecurity defense. The next Part digs deeper into the applicable regulatory landscape not just in the United States, but globally including the European Union, paying particular attention to CI regulations shaping the legal environment for aerospace firms.

II. The Regulatory Landscape

Sometimes the biggest breaches begin with the smallest of actions. Consider the sequence of events that were initiated when a man opened an email entitled “2011 Recruitment Plan” in late 2011.\(^7\) He unintentionally allowed “hackers to raid the computer networks of his employer, RSA[,]” whose cybersecurity products help protect the networks of the U.S. government and many Fortune 500 companies.\(^8\) According to U.S. General Keith Alexander, former National Security Agency director and commander of CYBERCOM, blame for the breach lay with an organized campaign

---

\(^{3}\) Id.
\(^{4}\) Id. at 32.
\(^{8}\) GRIFFIN, supra note 12.
orchestrated by elements within China. Among the companies targeted in the aftermath of the breach was Lockheed Martin, which reportedly lost “data on the F-35 Lightning II [jet] fighter[,]” the Defense Department’s most expensive weapons program.

This episode, along with the Boeing breach discussed in Part I, helps illustrate some of the many facets of cybersecurity and challenges facing aerospace firms seeking to safeguard their trade secrets. Before turning to best practices in the next Part, though, it is first important to note that these efforts are not taking place in a legal vacuum. There is applicable U.S. law on point regulating the steps that companies, including those firms operating CI such as aerospace, must take to protect their assets and their customers’ data. We review these laws, paying particular attention to the NIST Cybersecurity Framework, before moving on to discuss EU and international law. It is vital for business managers to have this comparative and international perspective since so many aerospace transactions involve multiple jurisdictions, with the United States and Europe remaining as important commercial hubs for the global space industry now valued at more than $300 billion.

A. Applicable U.S. Laws to Mitigate Trade Secrets Theft

The problem presented by the theft of trade secrets has led some politicians and commentators to suggest that the United States needs a federal civil trade secret theft statute. As was mentioned in Part I, the current U.S. system utilizes only a federal criminal statute, the Economic Espionage Act (EEA) of 1996, and leaves civil actions to the states. In 2012, as a response to growing concern over trade secrets theft, Congress enhanced the penalties for a violation of the EEA. Yet this response is
seen by many to be inadequate and there is speculation that a federal civil cause of action is pending.\footnote{See, e.g., Mark L. Krotoski, \textit{The Time Is Ripe for New Federal Civil Trade Secret Law}, BNA (Dec. 3, 2014), http://www.bna.com/time-ripe-new-n1719917951/.
} The Obama Administration also conducted a further review of the existing legislation to determine if greater trade secret protections are warranted.\footnote{\textsc{Office of the President of the United States, \textit{Administration Strategy on Mitigating the Theft of U.S. Trade Secrets} 12 (Feb. 2013), available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/IPEC/admin_strategy_on_mitigating_the_theft_of_u.s._trade_secrets.pdf.}

Proposals for a federal civil cause of action have been a recurring theme in trade secret law for the past several decades.\footnote{See Krotoski, supra note 94.} Such advocates typically argue that the current system of disparate state laws creates inefficiencies and burdens interstate actors.\footnote{See, e.g., Christopher Rebel J. Pace, \textit{The Case for a Federal Trade Secrets Act}, 8 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 427, 442 (1995).} State courts also typically have less robust subpoena powers, weaker discovery, and more difficult jurisdictional hurdles to overcome. A federal cause of action would address these issues by establishing a uniform body of law and providing access to federal courts. Yet these arguments are not without their critics and the usefulness of a federal civil cause of action has been called into question.\footnote{See Argento, supra note 47.}

Despite these criticisms, several federal laws have recently been proposed to address the problem of trade secret theft. Take, for instance, the proposal by Representative Zoe Lofgren (D. California), who suggests that we should simply add a sentence to the EEA allowing any person injured by the theft of trade secrets to maintain a cause of action in federal court.\footnote{PRIVATE RIGHT OF ACTION AGAINST THEFT OF TRADE SECRETS ACT OF 2013, H.R. No. 113-2466 (2013).} Or, consider the Trade Secret Protection Act of 2014, proposed by Representative Holding (R. N. Carolina).\footnote{TRADE SECRET PROTECTION ACT OF 2014, H.R. 114-5233 (2014).} This legislation is, as of this writing, before the House and Senate and provides a similar private cause of action for damages resulting from the misappropriation of trade secrets, as well as injunctive relief.\footnote{See, e.g., \textit{Will Congress Enact a Federal Trade Secrets Act in 2015?}, NAT'L L. REV. (Jan. 27, 2015), http://www.natlawreview.com/article/will-congress-enact-federal-trade-secrets-act-2015.} In both cases, the bills provide broad protection against the misappropriation of trade secrets and include in the definition of misappropriation “espionage through electronic or other means.”\footnote{TRADE SECRET PROTECTION ACT OF 2014, H.R. 114-5233, at 11 (2014).} This language appears to be specifically targeted at the problem of cyber espionage. However, the likelihood of either bill being passed in the current partisan environment remains in doubt (estimates from govtrack.us as of September 2014 are one percent for the first bill, H.R. 2466, and thirty-
seven percent for the second, H.R. 5233).\textsuperscript{103} The applicability of the legislation to the cybercrimes at issue does not seem to be in question, yet these proposed domestic legislative acts do not address the overarching challenges posed by cybercrime: the hurdles of jurisdiction, international extradition, attribution, and prosecution. The chief problem in the enforcement of trade secret theft is that the assailants are able to engage in their unlawful activity from safe havens: countries that are either unwilling or unable to police their networks. U.S. statutes by themselves do relatively little to improve the ability of the United States to extradite criminals from countries that actively support the use of electronic means to steal trade secrets (the applicable international law is discussed below). And improving the ability to litigate trade secret misappropriation does not address the problems of cyber vulnerability that facilitates the ease of these thefts. This is not to suggest that the proposed legislation would be without merit. The misappropriation of trade secrets by those within the jurisdictional bounds of the United States would arguably be simplified, including the possibility of victims being able to seek treble damages for when the misappropriation is willful.\textsuperscript{104} But these are only marginal benefits, and do not address the root concerns that generated the impetus for the legislation in the first place.

An example of U.S. legislation that could be more on point is the Chinese Communist Economic Espionage Sanctions Act.\textsuperscript{105} This Act would go so far as to condemn the People’s Republic of China and the Chinese Communist Party outright for the theft of U.S. trade secrets, and impose sanctions on “Chinese state-owned enterprises . . . for benefitting from cyber and economic espionage against the United States.”\textsuperscript{106} These actions would involve the seizure of assets belonging to persons associated with Chinese state-owned enterprises that come within the territorial jurisdiction of the United States, the denial of visas to Chinese nationals having ties to those Chinese state-owned enterprises, and the freezing of their assets held by financial institutions based in the United States.\textsuperscript{107} However, while it may indeed be true that China is the main culprit targeting U.S. trade secrets and aerospace firms in particular, it is also a convenient scapegoat. Chinese networks are also vulnerable, by some estimates even more so than the United States,\textsuperscript{108} and it is a simple matter to spoof IP addresses to fool
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investigators as to the true source of an attack, as the Boeing case study from Part I illustrated. Instead of targeting politically convenient culprits, it may be a better use of legislative bandwidth to build on the momentum begun with the NIST Cybersecurity Framework with expanded information sharing provisions and incentive programs for firms to employ best-in-class cybersecurity.

Although the prospect of comprehensive cybersecurity regulation is unlikely, the Obama Administration has utilized executive action to strengthen U.S. cybersecurity by partnering with industry through the NIST Cybersecurity Framework process. In February 2014, NIST released its Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity, per Executive Order 13636. The Framework is comprised partly of private-sector best practices that companies can adopt to better secure CI, and includes criterion by which to determine cyber-risk and protocols to assist in mitigating those risks. Although the Framework does not create any binding obligations for private sector actors and has no means of enforcement for those that choose to adopt it, its uptake may well be establishing a cybersecurity standard of care in the United States even without Congressional action. This holds the potential to spill over beyond traditional CI sectors to the private sector at large.

The Framework’s basic structure divides cybersecurity into five broad “functions”: identify, protect, detect, respond, and recover. Each of these five functions is subdivided into categories, and each category contains subcategories paired with informative references. The Framework uses these functions to establish four implementation tiers, which identify incremental levels of preparation and response that serve as guidelines for businesses to model their own practices based on their perceived needs. Perhaps most importantly, the Framework provides a series of steps for
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organizations to follow to utilize the Framework to assess and address their current cyber risk exposure. This equips companies with a clearly articulated process to follow to begin improving their cybersecurity, including the identification of gaps. Rather than imposing strict governmental regulations that may be overly burdensome or incomprehensibly vague, the Framework allows companies to incorporate cyber risk management in a manner that is consistent with their business goals and financial capabilities. By establishing clear guidelines for private-sector actors, the NIST Framework promotes flexible cybersecurity standards and may well serve to facilitate the protection of trade secrets both in the United States and in other jurisdictions.

B. EU Cybersecurity Initiatives Related to Trade Secrets Theft

The European Union’s approach to securing CI has been motivated by the March 2014 Madrid terrorist bombings.\(^{115}\) In the aftermath of the attacks, the EU Commission—the executive body of the European Union—adopted suggestions for how to enhance “prevention, preparedness and response to terrorist attacks involving [CI].”\(^{116}\) CI in the European Union is defined broadly, referring to infrastructure that is “essential for the maintenance of vital societal functions, health, safety, security, economic or social well-being, and the destruction or disruption of which would have a significant impact in a Member State as a result of the failure to maintain those functions.”\(^{117}\) Examples include sectors similar to those often cited in the United States, such as “telecommunication and energy networks, financial services and transport systems, health services, and the provision of safe drinking water and food.”\(^{118}\) However, there is some question as to whether aerospace falls under this rubric. It is not singled out in applicable EU directives discussing critical infrastructure, though related areas are such as communications, government, and transport.\(^{119}\) Thus, it would be prudent for managers to treat aerospace as falling under these regulations,
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especially the more expansive set discussed next.

Neither cyber offence nor cyber defense stops at national borders, especially in regions as economically integrated as Europe.\(^{120}\) As a result, in February 2013, the Communication on Critical Information Infrastructure Protection committee introduced a proposed cybersecurity directive that dramatically changed the status quo of regulatory efforts and even went several steps further than the analogous U.S. efforts, such as the NIST Framework. In particular, if implemented, the EU policy would require firms to meet EU-developed standards, which could mean that these companies may “fundamentally have to change the way [their] business operates.”\(^{121}\) Among much else, this regime would require many firms with some nexus to the Internet to invest in new technologies, develop procedures to prove compliance to national and EU regulators, and undertake enhanced cyber risk mitigation measures to better manage attacks.\(^{122}\) Aerospace firms would likely be covered by these regulations and would then be faced with a choice of whether to develop a unique set of cybersecurity best practices to cover their European operations or simply adopt these standards in their global operations; thus, these aerospace firms would be assured of regulatory compliance but at increased cost. Firms in the U.S. context must often undertake a similar analysis when deciding whether to comply with oftentimes more stringent California regulatory requirements solely for that market or adopt them more broadly across their national operations making California laws at times de facto national regulations. It is also worth noting that EU regulators have reportedly had


\(^{122}\) Id.; see also Cybersecurity Strategy of the European Union: An Open, Safe and Secure Cyberspace, EUR. COMM’N, at 2–6 (Feb. 7, 2013) (Espousing an Internet freedom agenda that includes universal access, democratic and “efficient multi-stakeholder governance,” and a focus on obtaining “cyber resilience.” To achieve this, the directive sets out a number of goals, including setting national-level cybersecurity standards, creating national and regional CERTs, sharing private-sector best practices, and regularly assessing cyber risk—especially for firms operating critical infrastructure—so as to build a “cybersecurity culture.”). But see Stephen Gardner, Member States Reportedly Unconvinced on Need for EU Cybersecurity Directive, BLOOMBERG BNA (June 3, 2013), http://www.bna.com/member-states-reportedly-n17179874317/ (reporting on questions from ministers arising from this mandate approach and noting that “other parts of the world, such as the USA, appear to opt for a more voluntary and flexible approach with regard to cybersecurity standards” such as the NIST framework and worrying about creating “inconsistencies for companies whose operations span several jurisdictions.”).
regular contact with NIST officials over the extension of the NIST Cybersecurity Framework to Europe. Other nations, including Japan, India, and the Republic of Korea, have also been active in NIST-sponsored cybersecurity deliberations.\textsuperscript{123}

C. The Role of International Law

No nation is an island in cyberspace, and as such, international law also has a vital role to play in enhancing cybersecurity and protecting trade secrets. Among the best-known and most important international treaties regulating cybersecurity is the Council of Europe’s Convention on Cybercrime, popularly known as the Budapest Convention.\textsuperscript{124} Myriad criminal offenses are defined under the Budapest Convention, including: illegal access, illegal interception, data interference, system interference, and misuse of devices.\textsuperscript{125} The Convention calls on signatories to adopt domestic laws to criminalize these offenses and to establish a regime to enhance international cooperation. As of October 2014, forty-three nations had ratified the accord.\textsuperscript{126} However, protections of trade secrets are not spelled out in the agreement, and enforcement mechanisms for noncompliance remain absent.\textsuperscript{127} Thus, while the Budapest Convention remains something of a gold standard for international collaboration to manage cyber attacks, its utility to the aerospace sector generally and the cause of trade secrets protections in particular is questionable.

Aside from dedicated cybersecurity treaties, there is a range of applicable international law, both above and below the armed attack threshold, which defines when the law of war is activated.\textsuperscript{128} In the trade secrets context, though, among the most applicable laws are investment and
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trade treaties. Bilateral investment treaties (BITs) have long been an important component of international investment law. By 2013, there were nearly 3,000 BITs involving the vast majority of countries. These agreements cover a huge range of industry sectors and business activities and generally include a forum for resolving disputes in the form of investor-state arbitration. At the July 2013 U.S.—China Strategic and Economic Dialogue, the United States and China publicized plans to begin negotiating an expansive BIT that will reportedly include the difficult issue of enhancing bilateral cybersecurity. According to U.S. Treasury Secretary Jacob J. Lew, if successful, this would be “the first time China has agreed to negotiate a bilateral investment treaty, to include all sectors and stages of investment, with another country.” Although still mostly hypothetical, these agreements, including the proposed U.S.-China BIT, could pave the way for U.S. aerospace companies to file claims alleging trade secrets theft against foreign companies and perhaps even governments and have their case heard before a panel of neutral arbitrators. Although there would remain a question of whether a foreign sovereign would abide by a negative ruling, this state of affairs would likely be preferable to the current dearth of legal options for affected companies seeking to bring cases alleging trade secrets theft either in U.S. or foreign courts.

Aside from BITs, cybersecurity is also becoming an important topic in regional and global trade negotiations. Ongoing U.S.—European Union trade talks have been shaped at least initially by concerns over NSA surveillance
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programs and intellectual property protections. The proposed Trans-Pacific Partnership also has a cybersecurity component, and even the World Trade Organization (WTO) employs enforcement mechanisms that may be applicable to cyber attacks if national security concerns could be overcome. Together, these investment and trade regimes could provide a basis for fostering bilateral and regional collaboration to enhance global cybersecurity generally and better protect trade secrets in particular at a time of slow progress on domestic and multilateral progress toward cybersecurity policymaking. But they likely will not be enough absent the private sector taking proactive steps to improve cybersecurity from the ground up.

III. NEED FOR PROACTIVE CYBERSECURITY
BEST PRACTICES IN THE AEROSPACE SECTOR

Imagine the feeling of excitement and opportunity that the Model T Ford represented to consumers in the early twentieth century. That newfound freedom came at a price, however, with early cars lacking safety features such as seatbelts, adjustable mirrors, and crumple zones to absorb impact, to say nothing of airbags. Despite the fact that many of these safety


139 However, regarding the latter, while the WTO has been used as a forum to air broader concerns among the Member States, it has to date been a factor in the cybersecurity context because of provisions allowing nations to shirk their free trade commitments when they conflict with national security. See, e.g., ALLAN A. FRIEDMAN, BROOKINGS INST., CYBERSECURITY AND TRADE: NATIONAL POLICIES, GLOBAL AND LOCAL CONSEQUENCES 10–11 (2013), available at http://www.brookings.edu/~media/research/files/papers/2013/09/19%20cybersecurity%20and%20trade%20global%20local%20friedman/brookings cybersecuritynew.pdf; Mark L. Movsesian, Essay, Enforcement of WTO Rulings: An Interest Group Analysis, 32 Hofstra L. Rev. 1, 1–2 (2003) (describing the WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding and noting that trade disputes between nations “are to be resolved in adversarial proceedings before impartial panels of experts” under this system); James A. Lewis, CTR. STRATEGIC & INT’L STUD., Conflict and Negotiation in Cyberspace 49-51 (2013), available at https://csis.org/files/publication/130208_Lewis_ConflictCyberspace_Web.pdf (discussing the applicability of the WTO dispute resolution processes to help manage cyber espionage). This limitation in the WTO composition underscores the need for a bilateral and regional approaches to enhancing cybersecurity.

features seem intuitive in retrospect, it took some time to standardize them. Formal studies were needed to assess risk, and then stakeholders—including companies, consumers, and governments—needed to perceive risks as important and devote resources to implementing fixes. One of the first popular reports pushing improving car safety was published by *Popular Science* in 1950, featuring the attention-grabbing title, “Making the Death Seat Safer,” and highlighting the potential of seatbelts and padded dashboards.\(^{141}\) However, it was not until 1958 that a Volvo engineer invented the three-point lap and shoulder seatbelt.\(^{142}\) It then took nearly two decades before the results of crash tests were published to inform consumers of cars’ variable safety performances.\(^{143}\) The first U.S. law mandating the use of seat belts was not passed until 1984.\(^{144}\)

To continue this analogy we are now, unfortunately, in the 1960s with regards to cybersecurity. Regulations are present, but they have been slow to develop and do not reflect technological best practices. Nor is there widespread agreement on what the best ways are to mitigate cyber threats, or even on the scope of the problem; reaching consensus on what counts as an automobile accident is a far simpler proposition than defining a “cyber attack.”\(^{145}\) Still, some lessons may be gleaned from the morass of imperfect cyber attack data. Best practices are slowly arising, a process that may be hastened by the NIST Cybersecurity Framework process and the increasing attention being paid to cybersecurity by consumers and investors. Moreover, the importance of information sharing in the private sector and with policymakers is also now more widely accepted. We explore these developments next and conclude by couching them within a polycentric framework for promoting cyber peace.

A. Summary of Best Practices

As seen in the NASA case study, perhaps the simplest yet most important element to any effective cybersecurity strategy is an organizational structure that empowers cybersecurity personnel. Too often we hear the story of a major corporation that suffers a massive data breach, only to have it revealed that they did not employ a CISO or similar executive. To take one recent example, “like Sony before it, Target did not
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have a” CISO prior to its late 2013 data breach.\textsuperscript{146} Both firms do now.\textsuperscript{147}

Although there are numerous names and positions that can adequately fill the role of a centralized cybersecurity officer, it is of upmost importance that cybersecurity be implemented within the C-suite structure. Security often represents a negative in the eyes of the corporate finances without clear positives given the lack of reliable data on cybersecurity cost-benefit analysis, and as such it is not always a popular topic to bring up. But by implementing cybersecurity within the C-suite, a firm can help assure itself that cybersecurity issues will be proactively considered prior to the occurrence of a breach, and that the company will have an accountable individual to turn to when vulnerability is exploited.

Yet it is not enough to simply acknowledge that cybersecurity is an issue; organizations must take proactive steps to mitigate and deter cyber threats if they are to be adequately prepared for future cyber threats. The most effective corporate cybersecurity policies are those that attempt to preempt cyber attacks, hiring white hat hackers to conduct regular penetration testing, and utilizing employee awareness campaigns to ensure that the cybersecurity strategy is widely distributed and understood.\textsuperscript{148}

Indeed, as the Boeing case study illustrated, firms must make education about cybersecurity issues a central part of the corporate learning process. Even the most advanced technical protections can often be undone if the employees of the company fail to utilize appropriate security measures. Simple lessons like not sharing or reusing passwords and identifying spam and phishing emails often have the most profound impact upon a company’s security.\textsuperscript{149}

The good news is that more firms seem to be taking these lessons to heart. According to one 2010 survey, sixty-five percent of companies had “an overall information security strategy” in 2009, up from fifty-nine percent in 2008.\textsuperscript{150} Yet in 2012, according to a PwC survey, just forty-three percent of organizations with strategies called those strategies: 1) “effective,” and 2) themselves “proactive” at implementing their plans,\textsuperscript{151} including the establishment of robust information sharing to protect against
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known cyber threats. We can do better.

B. The Case for an Aerospace Information Sharing Organization

Information Sharing Analysis Centers (ISACs) were first established in 1998 as a response to Presidential Decision Directive 63, which called specifically for a public-private partnership to reduce vulnerability to cyber threats to CI. This was extended in 2003 under the Patriot Act, and has resulted in the creation of ISACs for numerous CI sectors. ISACs are private sector, non-profit organizations that serve as centralized hubs for the sharing of information related to cybersecurity threats. Through ISACs, companies with similar cyber-risk exposure can anonymously communicate cyber attacks perpetrated against them, allowing for rapid analysis, response, and vulnerability sharing to other members of the group. ISACs essentially serve as a repository for vulnerability information, which is useful in compiling the risks, providing advice in real time, and communicating information to other ISAC members. Through information sharing, organizations can help immunize themselves from the threats encountered by others, including, we argue, aerospace organizations.

Perhaps the most fundamental attribute of successful ISACs is anonymization. ISACs often (and indeed should) include government intelligence and law enforcement agencies within their ranks, both as repositories of threat information and as analytical powerhouses to pursue perpetrators. But the inclusion of government agencies in data sharing arrangements would necessarily arouse the fear and suspicion of private-sector actors, especially in the post-Snowden world where the specter of government regulation or enforcement may overshadow their interest in proactive threat resolution, and especially among tech firms. Furthermore, attribution, even among private-sector members, may influence business dealings as a company that is repeatedly subjected to cyber attacks may be deemed to be a less desirable business partner. By ensuring that the data submitted to an ISAC is anonymized prior to sharing, private actors are enticed to share information without fear of public or private repercussions.
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(that is, unless of course the repository itself is breached).

The use of anonymization, however, should not be interpreted as a strict requirement for all ISAC submissions. Rather, successful ISACs utilize a tiered information sharing system, where data sharing may be restricted or conditioned based upon the nature of the information at issue. An example system is the “traffic light protocol” (TLP) utilized by the Financial Sector ISAC (FS-ISAC). This allows companies that submit data to the FS-ISAC to designate the degree of information sharing with a color: red for strict, or named party only, distribution; amber for limited distribution within their own organization; green for full distribution within the ISAC community, and white for full public distribution. Therefore, companies can choose to make submissions that are either anonymous or attributed and can exercise greater control over who will learn of their connection to the submission. Through the use of tiered systems for information sharing, companies are given greater control over the extent that their data is attributable to them, while still facilitating the maximum agreeable data distribution.

Furthermore, as alluded to previously, the inclusion of government agencies is essential to optimal functioning in response to cyber threats. Government agencies like the NSA, FBI, and DHS all bring vast technological prowess, experience in cyber response processes, and data regarding vulnerabilities and best practices. Indeed, the initial PDD that led to the establishment of ISACs called for such “public-private partnership to reduce vulnerability.” From the outset, ISACs have been designed with the intention of allowing greater information sharing between public and private actors, and ISACs must utilize the resources offered by these government agencies if they are to most effectively minimize vulnerabilities in their sector. However, this information sharing should be a two-way street with the public sector similarly learning from business, along with businesses, including aerospace firms, learning from one another.

ISACs should also consider other ISACs as resources when analyzing and responding to cyber threats. Although each industry sector faces unique challenges, many of the concerns overlap sectors, and utilizing the expertise
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and experience of other ISACs prevents any one industry from being secluded from developments in cybersecurity best practices. As other repositories of information sharing with similar priorities and operating structures, ISACs must learn from one another to optimize cyber threat response, especially for organizations that straddle critical infrastructure designations like aerospace.

Focusing on the aerospace context, lessons may be taken from the Financial Services ISAC (FS-ISAC) and National Health ISAC (NH-ISAC) among others in crafting an aerospace information-sharing organization, which would represent an expansion of the aviation ISAC currently in development of which Boeing is a founding member.\(^{163}\) FS-ISAC provides useful experience as both a high-volume target of cyber attackers, as well as an industry with significant government oversight. Like aerospace and the FAA, the financial services sector has learned how to incorporate SEC, DHS, CDC, and other governmental oversight into its information sharing structure.\(^{164}\) Similarly, NH-ISAC would provide useful experience as a sector that is increasingly focused on the protection of trade secrets against theft and misappropriation. Like aerospace, many elements of the health sector rely on trade secrets for the protection of intellectual property rights,\(^{165}\) and this focus on trade secrets has led to the crafting of information sharing practices that attempt to prevent the over-disclosure of this confidential information.\(^{166}\)

Yet other criteria are also vital indices of a successful ISAC. Tools like tiered memberships, open source databases, cyber threat drills and National Level Exercises, as well as other cybersecurity trends should be considered to optimize information sharing and ensure preparedness for cyber threats in the aerospace context. Additionally, improving the means of information sharing is also increasingly important, as the sheer volume of information shared may be overwhelming and thus unhelpful. Tools such as wikis, web portals, and digests may be preferable to the traditional listserv, as these allow for better organization of the flow of data.\(^{167}\) These platforms
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emphasize searching, tagging, and categorizing threats, ensuring that users can query based on meaningful metrics. But as technologies improve and cybersecurity norms evolve, so too must ISACs update their practices to reflect this changing world.

Critical infrastructure is not the only context in which cyber threat information sharing is taking off; indeed, it is becoming commonplace in retail and other commercial sectors. Recently, the Retail Industry Leaders Association (RILA) launched the Research Cyber Intelligence Sharing Center (R-CISC), which has at its center a Retail ISAC. The retail sector has been increasingly under fire during the past several years for its repeated security breaches resulting in the theft of customer data. Incidents like the Target breach of 2013 and the Home Depot breach from 2014 received major public scrutiny and prompted systemic changes, both in the structure of the companies targeted and in the retail sector generally. The R-CISC is part of an industry wide response that acknowledges the growing problem of cyber attacks and attempts to improve cybersecurity through information sharing and public/private partnerships. This development helps to demonstrate the increasing perceived importance of expanding information sharing networks across an array of industries and sectors.

For the aerospace sector in particular, information sharing would serve as a powerful resource in the management of cyber threats. Information sharing is already becoming a mainstay in the commercial aviation sector. In 2006, President Bush issued Homeland Security Presidential Directive 16, established a National Strategy for Aviation Security, and led to the creation of the Air Domain Intelligence Integration Center (ADIIC), which is a centralized hub for government information on aviation security information. This was furthered in 2014 with the announcement of an Aviation ISAC (Aero-ISAC) that would coordinate with the ADIIC to
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facilitate public/private information sharing. Yet this endeavor has unnecessarily limited its own scope, and the information sharing would benefit from broadening to include aerospace within its ambit.

The inclusion of aerospace writ large in the proposed Aero-ISAC is a natural extension of this industry to cover related threats, especially to valuable trade secrets. Aerospace and aviation naturally have a great deal of overlap, which suggests that aerospace would be functionally included to some degree even if not designed as such. The inclusion of aerospace would also broaden the scope of the organization, bringing in major actors like NASA and SpaceX, whose experiences might otherwise be isolated. Furthermore, the attackers that are interested in aviation technologies are likely just as interested in aerospace technologies, and this overlap of attackers would suggest that the data from individual attacks is relevant across both sectors. Given the overlap in technical problems, member firms, and cyber threats, expansion of the Aero-ISAC to an aerospace ISAC is a logical and beneficial step.

The Aero-ISAC should be implemented to incorporate those elements that have best served other sector ISACs. This would include anonymized reports, tiered information sharing, and partnerships with other ISACs and information sharing agencies such as ADIIC. A successful Aero-ISAC would also likely include a tiered governance structure in which larger corporations would purchase premium memberships that ensure high-level, decision-making authority, recognizing both their influence in field and the scope of their resources. This means that the Aero-ISAC would be a partnership of a large number of aerospace firms, but that the central governing body would be composed of major market actors, with the daily operations being independently controlled. However, in this structure, minority representation for smaller aerospace firms would also be vital since they are perhaps even more concerned with safeguarding trade secrets, the lifeblood of many startups. And finally, the Aero-ISAC would reach out to governmental agencies like the DHS and FAA, as well as to international cyber threat repositories such as the International Multilateral Partnership Against Cyber Threats (IMPACT) to ensure the maximum of information sharing and analytics. By increasing the interconnectivity throughout the sector, the Aero-ISAC can maintain private-sector


independence while facilitating cybersecurity. The Obama Administration’s cybersecurity information sharing proposals could help in this regard to break down the siloed approach to managing the cyber threat and allowing best practices to diffuse more readily between critical infrastructure sectors and with the broader economy.178

In many respects the biggest hurdle in cybersecurity is keeping pace with the rapidly evolving nature of the threat. This observation applies doubly for the aerospace sector; the shear scope of data that must be protected means that it is subject to novel attacks frequently, while the subject matter’s demand makes it a prime target for both international criminal groups and governments alike. The large footprint of defense contractors like Boeing and Lockheed Martin means that they each possess huge repositories of data on cyber threats, and a purely isolationist view to security weakens both themselves and the industry as a whole, thus illustrating the need for a polycentric approach to enhancing aerospace cybersecurity.

C. Necessity for a Polycentric Approach

Professor Elinor Ostrom and her collaborators deserve credit for developing the field of polycentric governance as part of her work on collective action problems.179 The basic notion of polycentric governance, as applied to global collective action problems such as cyber attacks, is the argument that “a single governmental unit” may be incapable of fostering cyber peace in part because free riders discourage “trust and reciprocity” between stakeholders.180 Some stakeholders enjoy the benefits of others’ sacrifices without realizing the costs; solutions “negotiated at the global level, if not backed by a variety of efforts at national, regional, and local levels, are not guaranteed to work well.”181 Professor Ostrom thus
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179 Id. at 35; see Robert O. Keohane & David G. Victor, The Regime Complex for Climate Change at 9 (Harv. Proj. on Int’l Climate Agreements Discussion Paper No. 33, 2010) (published as 9 PERSP. ON POL. 7 (2011)) (discussing the feasibility of managing diverse problems within the climate change context with diverse institutions).

180 Id. at 35; see Robert O. Keohane & David G. Victor, The Regime Complex for Climate Change at 9 (Harv. Proj. on Int’l Climate Agreements Discussion Paper No. 33, 2010) (published as 9 PERSP. ON POL. 7 (2011)) (discussing the feasibility of managing diverse problems within the climate change context with diverse institutions).

181 Ostrom, supra note 179, at 4.
challenged the theory of collective action, arguing that instead of top-down, state-imposed regulations, researchers found that small groups across an array of contexts do in fact cooperate and can create the proper incentives and conditions for optimal collective action. The polycentric regimes were more flexible and benefited from local knowledge, unlike top-down regulatory schemes. These observations corroborated experiments finding that externally imposed regulations can in fact crowd out individuals’ voluntary cooperative behavior. An inflexible, comprehensive regime then could actually stifle innovation by crowding out smaller-scale efforts might be more effective at promoting, for example, cyber peace. That is in part why Professor Ostrom has argued that polycentric regulation is “the best way to address transboundary problems . . . since the complexity of these problems lends itself well to many small, issue-specific units working autonomously as part of a network that is addressing collective action problems. It is an application of the maxim, ‘think globally, but act locally.’” Bottom-up information sharing efforts such as those described above in the aviation and retail sectors, along with collaborative policymaking efforts such as the NIST Cybersecurity Framework that helps to identify and instill best practices, are examples of such a polycentric undertaking to promote cybersecurity. Similar private-sector led endeavors such as private-sector certification schemes identifying aerospace companies with the most secure supply chains should receive continuing encouragement to refine cybersecurity best practices most applicable to the aerospace sector as part of an ongoing

182 The traditional theory of the collective action problem was first articulated in the 1960s by Mancur Olsen, an economist and social scientist from the University of Maryland. See generally MANCUR OLSEN, THE LOGIC OF COLLECTIVE ACTION: PUBLIC GOODS AND THE THEORY OF GROUPS (1965) (providing the first comprehensive explication of the collective action problem).


184 See id.


polycentric effort at safeguarding trade secrets and promoting cyber peace.

CONCLUSION

This Article has surveyed the multifaceted cyber threat facing the private sector and has argued for the necessity of a polycentric response recognizing in particular the vital role of information sharing and implementation of the NIST Cybersecurity Framework to help stem the theft of valuable trade secrets. The aerospace sector is in some ways unique in that it is dominated by relatively few actors, which in some ways makes the task of information sharing easier if economic, political, and security concerns may be overcome. The fact that this process has begun with the proposed Aviation ISAC is encouraging, but these efforts should be expanded to the aerospace sector writ large and infused with best practices gleaned from other successful ISACs discussed in Part III. As firms of all sizes and across myriad sectors work to better manage cyber attacks, aerospace has the opportunity to become a norm entrepreneur leading the way both above and beneath the clouds to a new frontier complete with some measure of cyber peace. It is an ambitious mission that, perhaps, these organizations are in some ways well situated to undertake if information-sharing barriers may be overcome and proactive cybersecurity measures encouraged.